Review-Honors
Name____________________________
Bonding, Shapes, Reactivity
Period________ Date___________
Topics:
• Lewis Dot diagrams:
a) ionic compounds: Lewis dot structures showing the electrons moving (arrows). Determining how
many atoms of each element you need. Determining charges of ions produced and final formula.
b) covalent compounds: coming up with correct Lewis Dot structures --correct # of valence electrons,
all full octets (duets for H), no single electrons.
c) Showing partial charges in covalent molecules when have significant ΔEN (unequal sharing).
• Shapes of molecules: (Text p. 183-189)
a) Use VSEPR theory to draw 3D structures of molecules. Know bond angles, overall/specific shapes.
b) Drawing realistic 3D drawings of larger molecules.
c) Understand that lone electron pairs take up more space than bonds, so bond angles pushes smaller.
d) Sigma vs pi bonds. What types of bonds make up single, double and triple bonds?
e) Hybridization Model: label an orbital diagram. Specify sp3, sp2, sp
• Reactivity of metals and nonmetals—reactivity demo (relating trends to reactivity)
• types of substances --ionic, covalent, metallic (Text p 161-182)
a) What combination of metal and nonmetal elements make up each type of substance? Are electrons
given and taken? shared? just given away? Why (electronegativity differences)?
b) Why do metals conduct electricity? Why don’t nonmetals or ionics? (Read in text p.181)
c) Why are metals malleable, but ionics are brittle?
Practice problems:
1) Lewis Dots of ionic compounds: Draw arrows to show how electrons are transferred when making
ionic compounds from the following elements. (Add more atoms as needed. ) Determine the final
charges on the ions and write the final chemical formula.
a) Na
S
b) Al
Br

2) Challenge question: CaSO4 is a compound that has both ionic and covalent bonding. The ionic bond is
between a metal cation and a polyatomic anion consisting of all nonmetals. What is the cation? _______
What is the anion?_______. (Make sure your ions have charges. Hint: All substances are neutral
overall.) Since the polyatomic anion consists of all nonmetals, it is held together by covalent bonds.
Show the Lewis Dot structures for this cation and anion.

3) Reactivity of metals and nonmetals:
a. Why are larger metals more reactive than smaller metals?

b. Why are smaller nonmetals more reactive than larger nonmetals?

4) Complete the formulas or names of the following (mixed) compounds
Name to Formula
Formula to Name
a. calcium bromide
n. Sr(C2H3O2)2
b. silver sulfate

o. SrCl2

c. ammonium chloride

p. MnO4

d. magnesium hydroxide

q. Ti3(PO3)4

e.

r. H2Te

acetic acid

f. vanadium(V) oxide

s. (NH4)2S

g.

t. PF3

diboron hexahydride

h. potassium selenide

u. ZnSO4

i.

v. HBrO

hydroiodic acid

j. lead(II) acetate

w. SnF4

k. barium phosphide

x. CaCrO4

l.

y. ClF5

xenon tetrafluoride

m. sodium hydrogen carbonate
5) Fill in this chart.
Cmpd
Lewis Dot
(Show all lone pairs.)
a) NO2+

b) CH2O

c) AsCl3

d) CP–

z. Au(CN)3

3D diagram
Put in δ+,δ– or arrows;
indicate polarity.

Electron & Molecular
hybridization
Geometries
& ~bond angle
(of central atom)
(109.5°, 120°, 180°)

6) Draw a 3D model of this molecule. All bond angles should be correct. (Do not show an orbital
diagram!!!)
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7) Which molecule has a smaller bond angle? Explain.
a)
b)
O
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S
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8) What types of bonds (σ and π) make up a triple bond?___________________________
9) Fill in the orbital diagram for the molecule shown. Enter all electrons. Label all hybrid orbitals (sp3, sp2,
sp), p orbitals and s orbitals. Label the sigma and pi bonds.
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10) Determine the type of each substance-- ionic, covalent or metallic
a) PH3 _______ b) K3N
c) Na
d) SO2 ___________
11) Why do nonmetals form covalent bonds with each other while metals with nonmetals form ionic bonds?

12) Explain our model of metallic bonding, which accounts for why metals conduct electricity.

